
Privacy Policy Sellics Vendor Chrome extension 
 

What personal information we collect and how we collect it: 

Sellics Vendor Chrome extension is used for integration of Sellics Vendor Edition 
accounts with their Vendor Central accounts. Reports accessible in Vendor 
Central are extracted and sent to the corresponding Vendor Edition account in 
order to make them accessible in our tool only and only for the account that 
entrusted with the permission for integration with Vendor Central. The entire 
communication with the Sellics Vendor Edition backend is encrypted using https 
protocol and each request is authenticated. 
 
In order to use the Sellics Vendor extension users need to login to the Sellics 
Vendor extension with their existing Sellics Vendor Edition account credentials for 
which they need to accept the Sellics Terms and Conditions which can be found 
here. In the T&C  Sellics guarantees to non disclose and securely save, all user data 
that is being processed. 
 

With the credentials from the Vendor Edition account the customer needs to log 
in the Sellics chrome plugin:  

The following credentials are necessary to log in:  

● E-Mail 
● password 

For non Sellics customers this chrome extension is not usable.  

How we use the personal information 

The personal information is only used to login purpose so we can match the 
customers existing Sellics Vendor Edition account with the chrome plugin. 

The Customer and Sellics work together in a spirit of trust. This already applies to 
pre-contractual contacts and negotiations. The parties shall in each case take the 
interests of the other party into account and undertake to maintain 
confidentiality. 

The persons entrusted by Sellics with the execution of the contract are bound to 
secrecy and data confidentiality. 

Customer entrusts Sellics with access to and analysis of significant and sensitive 
business data, such as sales and product data. Sellics’ staff may access and analyse 
the data, in particular to provide support for Customer. Sellics is fully aware of the 
sensitive nature of the data and undertakes to keep such data strictly confidential 
and to only use such confidential data for the execution of this contract and the 
fulfilment of its obligations under this contract. Sellics undertakes to keep all data 
and information received from the Customer confidential and not to transmit or 
otherwise disclose the data and information to third parties. All Sellics’ staff is 
explicitly bound to secrecy and, in case of a breach of secrecy, is obliged to pay 
large contractual penalties. All rights of the customer to the data remain 
unaffected. 

https://sellics.com/terms-and-conditions


As the sole exception to the general rule above and only for the purpose of 
improving the services provided by Sellics, Sellics has the right to conduct 
statistical evaluations and analysis of all business data provided to Sellics, but only 
after such data has been aggregated and anonymized. Sellics will ensure at all 
times, that it is impossible to draw any direct conclusions between such 
aggregated and anonymized data and the Customer’s business and that no 
business secrets of the Customer, such as in particular profit margins and 
revenue, will be disclosed by such evaluation, analysis or any other means to third 
parties. 
 

How do we protect this personal data? 

Sellics collects, processes and uses the Customer’s personal data to maintain 
contact with Customer and to execute the contractual relationship. Refer to 
Sellics’ special privacy policy for details. 

Sellics provides the services by way of contract data processing, as far as personal 
data is concerned. In this respect, the Customer is the client. Sellics shall perform 
the services as instructed by the Customer. The Customer undertakes to conclude 
with Sellics the agreement on order data processing contained in the respective 
individual contract, in which further details are regulated in accordance with the 
statutory requirements of data protection law. 
 

Are there any third parties with access the data?  

Data is being stored on Amazon AWS. However the data is not being shared with 
any third parties.  

How customers can control this collection/use? 

Customers can at any time delete their account and with termination data is 
being deleted from database and collection of data via the chrome extension is 
stopped.  

 

T&C Sellics:  https://sellics.com/terms-and-conditions  

 

 

 

 

 

https://sellics.com/terms-and-conditions

